
 

  

ALL REGIONS CALL_10.26.20 
COVID Updates_Chat Notes 

 
 

Below you will find a compilation of the chat notes submitted by members during the call. Be sure to check the 
USASF Connection app for daily tips, resources, and idea sharing with programs across the country. 
 

 
 
Agenda 
Kathy Penree - Updates 
Dr. Lindsey Stephens - Covid Updates for All Star 
Glenda Broderick - Who We Play For 
Ali Stangle - Covid Competition Adjustment/Considerations Checklist 20-21 Season 
 
Reminders:  

● Member Connect on the public website:   https://www.usasf.net/member-connect 
● Do you have The Connection app? Download from the Apple Store or Google play. Use your same login as 

your coach/owner profile in the member website. https://connection.usasfmembers.net  
 
COVID UPDATES FOR ALL STAR 
 
Q.  Can you get Covid more than once? If an athlete had it, finished quarantine, and would still test positive they said 
for up to 90 days I believe.  Can they get it multiple times? 
A  Answer from Lindsey about testing positive once, can they get it again.  She says the data says it is rare but not 
conclusive. 
Q.  Many of the little ones are starting to have colds and running noses how does one separate out them from 
covid-19? 
A. You could direct them to their primary care physician for a determination. 
Q.  what if they don’t have symptoms? 10 days from a positive test? 
A. Dr Stephens answered yes, 10 days from positive test 
Q.  When working in a pod. If one of the members travels country out of the country what is the quarantine time 
before allowing them to return to the pod. 
A. does your state or local government have a guideline in place for international travel? The CDC has information 
on this as well I think. 
Q.  why wear a mask at practices if it doesn’t matter? this is all so confusing 
 
Q.  What exactly does it mean to quarantine? The definition is what?  I don’t think people understand because even 
when they are quarantined from school/practice, they are still out and about.  What are the criteria? 
A. the local health dept can help with clarification and requirements for quarantine and/or isolation.  The CDC 
website has good resources too. 
Q.  I have been told by several lawyers and local government that we as gym owners do not fall under HIPPA Laws 
since we are not governed under the medical field 
A. I as a teacher was bound to the HIPPA laws so not just for medical personnel 
https://www.sgrlaw.com/ttl-articles/915/ 
Q.  is the 14 day rest period inclusive of the quarantine? Or is this additional 14 days of rest once back to practice, ie 
stretching only? 
A. (live not in chat)  Inclusive but again, from the day fever is broken without taking Tylenol, Advil, etc 
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Q.  When is it appropriate for us to allow parents back into the spectating areas? 
A.  maybe start letting in a small number of parents with the 6 feet distancing in seating, wear masks, hand sanitizer 
available, temperature check, and health survey at the door.  Also, keep attendance for possible contact tracing. 
Q. Does anyone have the link for masks that don’t come off an athletes face for when they are tumbling? 
A. we ordered samples of these to have the kids try: https://snapmasksports.com/ 
Q.  What happens if kids at competitions pass out from wearing masks after their performance? will there be extra 
equipment on sight for this 
Q. I apologize if this is covered somewhere or if you plan to cover this topic before the end of this call: is USASF 
enforcing a set of rules for competitions ie: spacing in routines, touching, specific face coverings? 
A. the Event Producers are following the standard guidelines set forth by the county health department and the 
venue 
Q.  Mask while competing? 
A. Brandy - it may be required in some states 
 
Comments:  

● Good call! 
● we only are letting in our recreational cheer parents.  They have to check in like our athletes, temp checks, 

shoe, and hand cleaning.  Must wear a mask In the gym and chairs are 6 feet apart.  
● Our parent viewing area is closed and open for our athletes that are 5 and younger. parents must wear a 

mask, temperature check, and 6 feet distance 
 
WHO WE PLAY FOR: 
Who We Play For Link specific for All Star 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfb8ib-VxAzrZx67EldGXGHf5ESWohSAl1weTt40OC5b0J_UA/viewform?
gxids=7628  
 
COMPETITION ADJUSTMENTS 
Please add any ideas for Ali to add to the Covid Competition Adjustment/Considerations Checklist 20-21 Season 
 
Comments: 

● yay for digital and uploading all paperwork... so much paperwork with rosters, music licenses... this would be 
great! 

● Consider printing the Compliance Cover Sheet and Program Summary to sign, scan and email into the Event 
Producer 

● I can speak on our venues in Ohio...M Events will be requiring masks for all, however, athletes can take off 
during warm-up and performance times. 

● We are asking coaches to develop a plan to store and transport athlete's masks.  One suggestion is using 
brown paper bags labeled with their names. 

● If you all think of any ideas later please email Ali Stangle - alistangle@usasf.net 
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